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Summary

The implications of the High Efficiency Power
Cycle for fusion reactors are examined. The proposed
cycle converts almost all o£ the high grade CTR heac
input to electricity. A low grade thermal input
(T~100°C) Is also required, aad this can.be supplied
by low cost geothermal energy ac many locations in the
U.S. Approximately 3 KW of low grade heat is required
per BJ of electrical output. Th« thermodynamics and
process features of the proposed cycle *re discussed-
Its advantages for CTR's are that law Q machines (e.g.
driven Tokamaks, mirrors) can operate with a high
(-507.) conversion of CTR fusion energy to electricity,
where with conventional power cycles no plane output
could be achieved with such Low Q operation.

Introduction

A high efficiency power cycle (HE?) has been
proposed 1,2,3,4 C n a e ,pp e i r 3 to be of particular
benefit co fusion reactors. The cycle is analogous
to a conventional Brayton cycle, with a high tempera-
ture heat source, gas turbine expansion, and heat
regeneration. Unlike a Brayton cycle, however, the
hydrogen gas working fluid is not mechanically com-
pressed, but instead la compressed by a cyclical
absorption/desorpcion process in particuiate beds o£
a metal hydride. This process requires a heat source
to desorb H? from the me til hydride, but the tempera-
ture level required is low, ~100°C and the energy can
come from a variety of low grade sources (geothermal,
solar, waste heat). As a result of eliminating the
mechanical compressor work,'almost all (—907.) of the
high temperature heat input can be converted to
electricity. Depending on the hydride performance and
temperature level of the high temperature heat source,
approximately 2-3 KW of low temperature tieat input is
required per KW of electrical output. By using low
cost, low grade energy to efficiently carry out the
work of compression, el.e amount of high grade energy
required per unit amount of electrical output can be
reduced by a factor of two or more. This reduces the
unit cost, S/KW(e), of the fusion reactor by a factor
of two or more, and also reduces the blanket replace-
ment: rate /KWH by the same factor. In addirion, the
very high conversion efficiency of high grade heat to
electricity allows driven fusion reactors (0.-1) to
operate as practical power plants, if the input power
to the reactor (neutral beams, ohmic heating, etc.) is
recovered at temperatures comparable to that of the
blanket coolant. There is a penalty if power is re-
clrculated to a driven reactor in that more low grade
heat input is required. Typically, the low grade heat
input tS'doubled for a Q~l machine, while the electrical
output per unit amount of fusion energy released de-
creases only slightly froa the ~9O7. value for Q » l .
Use of this cycle would hsve important implications for
CTR design, since Inherently law q machines, e.g.,
mirrorj, can efficiently reclrculate energy, and will
still yield attractive net plant efficiencies. Machines

with potential high Q operation, e.g., ignited Tokamaks,
still remain more attractive than low Q machines, but
the differential decreases. If high Q operation is not
attainable In Tokamaks, due to impurity problems or poor
confinement, driven Tokamaks still remain as attractive
reactor choices using the HE? cycle.

Pascriptlon of the HEP Cycle

Figure 1 shows a T-S diagram of the basic cycle.
The hydrogen gas working fluid Is heated by a high grade
energy source, T"Ts, and expanded from P1 to Po through
one or more stages with interstage reheating. Because
of the regeneration of heat froo the low pressure ex-
haust to the high pressure inlet strscm, the efficiency
of conversion (TL ) of high grade heat is large, with
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The heac loss taro, C AT-, is small compared to M_ for
practical regenerator.3. 'Tigure 2 shows n as a
function of cycle parameters (Po> P^, T ) for one re-
heat stage with a representative temperature difference
becween the regenerator gas streams (AT- » 40°K). r ^
is on the order of 90S and is relatively insensitive' to
the T3, tha high grada source temperature. The T-S
diagram for the hydride compressor (Fig. 1) shows the
hydrogen gas baing absorbed at constant pressure (?)
and temperature (T±), heated to temperature T- at
constant hydrogen content, desorbed at conscane pressure
(P.) and temperature C O , and then cooled at constant
hydrogen content back to T . This corresponds to the
condition that the H, pressure above a metal hydride
be independent of hyarogen content, and only a function
of temperature. This results from two coexisting phases
(metal + metal hydride) and is observed over a wide
range of compositions; with ranges of H/M ratios of 0.1
to 2, typically, for many metal hydrides, (e.g.,
FeTiH , LaNleHg). The hydride compressor would function
as a perfect Carnot engine except for some irreversible
effects, e.g., hysteresis and Hj overpressure for heat
transfer «nd kinetics, [which can b« made relatively
small], and the sensible heac input to raise bed temper-
ature to Tg from TA- A large portion (505 or more) of
this heat can be recovered from beds that are being
cooled down and applied to other beds that are heating
up.

The efficiency (Tj^) of low temperature heat inpuc
C J n °* related to the tlectriesl output by

It
+ (1-f) C (MHX)

(2)

where AH is the heat of desorption of K, froo the metal

h T ) t

* Work performed under the ausplcep of the U.S.
Research and Development Administration.

Energy

hydride TMHj,) bed, C is the he.a; capacity of the metal
hydride bed, (TD-T^) is r.he temperature difference be-
tween tha absorption and dtsorpcion states, and f is the
fraction of sensible heat recovery from cooling beds.
For typical conditions (f~0.5), the sensible heat taim
is approximately one-half of AIL,. iy_ increases linearly
with T, (Fig. 2), since the turbine work Increases
linearly with T , for constant pressure ratio. Ihe
pressure ratio aeveloped by the hydride compressor de-
pends on (TD-TA), with -AHD/R » In (Pi/P0). For present
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experimental conditions, 1,_ ~ 0.3 for T - 70Q°C
tr compressor design.(1000°K). Wich bectei

lncroaaa to -0.4.

C
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Figure 3 shows a flow sheet for the HEP cycle.
To maintain steady flow, some bed(s) must be absorbing
H2 while other bed(s) are desorbing Hj. Inc«rcon-
nections and valves control the H2 flow. Typically,
hydrogen Is absorbed In natal hydridea at atomic
densities comparable to or greater than that of liquid
H2, and kinetics are very fast, so thac bed sizes are
quite reasonable.

The effect of the number of stages during the
turblae expansion has been examined and found to be
relatively small, with a broad optimum at about 2
stages (one reheat).

the HE? cycle has an overall efficiency of ~60X
of Carnot if both the high grade and low grade_ehermal
inputs are Included in Che thermodynaiaic aaalysis~,~wlth
present experiemental conditions in the hydride and 1
T " 1000°K. With improvements la hydride performance,
tne cycle overall could reach 707. of Carnot. This
would exceed conventional power plant practice of
—607. but only by a relatively small factor. The
significance of the HEP cycle is not performance
relative to Carnot, buc rather its substitution of low
grade energy, which would be difficult to use in a
conventional power cycle, for high grade energy, with
the consequent large reduction in the required amount
of high grade.

Experience with Metal Hydrides and Hydride Compressors

There has been a great deal of work on mecal
hydrides, both in regard to basic properties and
potential applications in engineering syscems.3>s>'
A number of programs are underway on scorage of
hydragan in metal hydrides for electrical load leveling
(off peak power is used to eleccrolyze water, and the
scored H2 is then used during peak periods In fuel
cells), storage of H^ fuel for aucamobiles, heat pumps,
and low cemperature refrigeracors. The lactar cwo
applications involve rapid absorptlon/desorptlon from
hydrides and ar* similar to the compressor application
described here. In scorage applications rates of
absorption and desorption are generally not Important
factors.

Figure 4 shows the principal features Involved In
a hydride compressor. The vessel Is essentially s
container for a stationary bed of metal hydride
partlculaces. Internal heating/cooling surfaces heat
Che bed when Hj is desorbed and cool It when Hi Is
absorbed. Hj gas enters or exits from che compressor
through a sec of porous octal cubes. The principal
cose elements of che compressor will be the met*I
hydride and the heating (cooling surfaces).. Iron
titanium alloy appears to be a very promising material
for compressor applications, since It is cheap, has
reasonably fast kinetics, and is not resource limited.
Figure 5 shows a test FeTlHg storage reservoir for H,
scoragn for utility applications, now being cested by
P5E&C of Nev Jersey.7 This reservoir holds 1400 lbs.
of FeTi and corresponds to a compressor thac would
allow ~100 KW(e) to be generated in.-« HEP cycle.

Absorption appears to be the rate controlling see?
in a hydride compressor, but by heac transfer, noe
chemical kinetics. Metil hydrides can become fully
saturated wich H_ In a few seconds,° If kept ac
isoche-iJisl conditions. This requires very chin layers
of metal hydride particles, however, since the thermal
conductivity of particles Is relatively low. Figure 6
shows the absorpcion races determined in a sat of

experlmencs at varying absorpcion pressures wich FeTi
held in a one Inch diamecer stainless cube cooled
excernally with 16°C water. The bed becomes changed
to a composition of FeTtK0<fi in a few mlnucea. Large
c«mperature differences, lie., ~30°C, were observed
between the center of cue bed and che cooling water.
In a more optimum compressor, with extended fins or
ocher augmentaclon of heae Cransfer In the hydride -
bed, charging rates would ba much faster. However,
these charging rates are sufficiently faae for a
practical power plant. For an TL_ of 0.3, a coat of
FeTi of $0.50/lb. (obtained by reduction of lllmenite
ore), and $10/KH(t) for heat transfer area, the hydride
compressor would coat $60/KW(e), for the above charging
rates. More optimized designs should be considerably
cheaper. In addition, one can expect substantial
savings in the rest of the power conversion system as
compared to a conventional He closed cycle curbine,
since in che HEP cycle, che mechanical compressor
would be eliminated, cbo turbine output per mole of
through-put would be more than doubled, and the heae
cransfer surface In che regeneracor reduced Co che
considerably higher thermal conductivity of H_. Thus
che cose of che power conversion system (compressor,
turbine, and regenerator) for the HEP cycle should be
comparable to the —$50/KW(«) escimaced for He closed
cycle curbine syscems.

Tha pressure ranges used in chese experiments would
fie In very well wich 1 gas turbine cycle. The
absorption pressure would be in the range of ISO-300 psia
and the desorpeion pressure in the range of 750-900 psia.
Desorption temperatures would be ~12O°C, absorption
temperatures ~20-30°C.

Development Required for the HEP Cycle

Hose of the cechnology required for ehe HEP cycle
Is, or soon should bo, available. The turbine con-
figuration would be similar Co chose developed for
helium, except that more expansion wheels would proba-
bly be required. Selection of material for turbine
operation in hot H2 would be necessary. Materials used
in H2 reformers (e.g., super alloys)perform under much
more demanding conditions than would be encountered in
a Hj turbine. The regenerator seems Co require no
development ocher than ehe selection of suitable
materials. For the hydride compressor, development:
work is already underway to develop improved hydrides
for storage applications (reduccion of hysteresis,
etc.). Compressor design optimization appears to be
a straightforward engineering development. The effect
of cycling on hydride properties has been scudied in
connection with che scorage program. Ho degradation
has been observed for up to 1200 cycles, a number
considered appropriase for a storage application with
one cycle/day. The FeTi particle size distribution
shifts with number of cycles, wich some fines of ~l0u
diamecer being generaced. However, chese fines can be
concained in che bed. Compressors will undergo on ehe
order of 10° cycles during their lifetime. There seems
to be no reason Co expecc chac chis performance cannoe
be achieved. The only mechanism for dcaceivaeion of
metal hydrides seems to be by reaction with Impurities
.(0,, HjO) in the hydrogen gas. In closed cycle
applications this would not appear co be a problem,
since impurities Initially present will quickly react.
It la more of a problem for open cycle syscems (H-
storage for fuel,for example) where fresh impurities
are continuously Injected into ehe system. If necessary,
however, the metal hydride can be reaceivaeed by treat-
ment ac higher eamperacures.

Availability and Cose of tow Grade Heat

The HEP cycle requires subscaneial sources of low



grade h u e (~100oc) at low cose (up to ~j
Btu). There are many sources of low grade waste heac
ac various industrial locations, but these generally
arc not large enough co be useful for central station
applications (though such sources may be quite de-
sirable for local peaking production with a HE? cycle).
In many cases, the waste heat from existing power
plants are large enough, but the temperature is too
law. The existing installation (IWR or fossil fired)
could be derated to give Che exhaust heat at the re-
quired temperature. However, the HE? cycle then cornea
is with a Incremental efficiency (when the derating of
the existing installation is included) of 50-60%. Th*
remaining options sre solar and geothermal heat. Solar
tends to be relatively expensive with current tech-
nology, requires thermal storage for a large portion of
the dey, end is also site llmiced. Geoth*rmal heat is
generally Inexpensive, does noe require thermal storage
but Is site limited. Th* HE? cycle is particularly
attractive for using goothermal heat since ie .requires
low grade heat which is vary plentiful and widely
distributed. High grade geothermal heat (Ta300°C)
which is usad in conventional power cycles is limited
both in amount and site location. Table 1 summarises
the known and projected U.S. geochermal resources
and relates them co eh* installed electrical capacity
for a 30 year plant life and TI • 0.3. Exploration
of a very small fraction of chafe resources in a HE?
cycle would be sufflciene for ell U.S. elcccrical
needs. Since relatively low temperatures are required,
there are many.jites available throughout the western
and gulf coast states, even assuming that dry
rock systems are not used. One edvancage of ualng
law grade, low temperature geochermal heac wich the
HE? cycle is that the technical problems associated
wich extracting the heet becoma less severe. Drilling
de?chs can be considerably iass. In extraction of
heat from dry rock sources, large temperature differ-
entials between the injected water and the hot dry rock
can be greater, which will require lesa cracking, as
well as acceleraee cracking processes due eo large
&T's. che cose of production wnd relnjecdon wells
will vary w<i.ch depth, but will be in the range of
$20-40/KS:(e) ( T ^ . 0.3) for 2-3 km deep wells.

la general, the geothermal sources will be
dlstribuced over a fairly wide area. These distributed
sources can be coupled to a localised high temperature
heat source (e.g., a CIS) either by pumping hot water
en the CTR, or by loceting the hydride compressors st
the well sites and transmitting high and low pressure
H, between the distributed low temperature sources and
tne localized CTR. The latter is a much more attractive
option, since the pumping power is much less, and can
be supplied very easily by a small lnereese in de-
sorption pressure (which requires a few °C higher
temperature for the low grade heat). Figure 7 shows
the estimated cose of Hj cransmission becween the
high end low temperature sources »a a function of
ehe transmission dlscsnce, assuming all low tempera-
ture sources are loceted at a distance R from th*
centralized CTR. With trcnsmlsslon line costs based on
Gregory10,tr»nsmlssion costs are $20/XH(e) for average
transmission distances on the order of IS km. Thus
one localized CTR could be served by wells over an
area of several hundred km2.

Effect of HE? Cycle on CTR Reactor Design

In general, ehe HE? cycle pennies a ouch grcaeer
reclrculating power for a CTR (and therefore a lower
Q machine) Chen would be possible wieh e convenelonal
power cycle. Figure 8 shows ehe energy balance for a
Tokamak reactor using a HE? cycle. Th* dlrece con-
vercor Is optional. Of the electrical input (E.) to
the plasma heating device (i.e., neutral beams), T),E,
Is injected Into the plasma, and 1/JiE. appear* as

plasma heat. The remainder Cd-1,) + (1-fO 1,1 £,
is reeirculatad to the HE? cycle. All neutron energy,
along with sooa fraction (the reat goes to the lireot
coavercor) of the plasma energy goes to-the HE? -
cycle. Figure 9 shows th* net plant efficiency aa «
function of reactor Q [fusion power/Injection energy
absorbed in plasma] for the easa of no direct convercor,
neutral beam injeeeor efficiency of 0.7, fraction of
neutral beam absorbed in plasma of 0.8, and a total.
energy raleasa of 22.4/DT fusion. Even for Q as low
as 2, net plane efficiency is sdll 80S (fusion power
Lo electrical output from plant), rhe principal dis-
advantage of low Q operation Is that a larger amount,
of low grade heac is required. Th* value LUi/'T,-]
shows the ratio of low grade heat input with pout?
reclrculetion to that required for no power recltcula-
tion. For the above case with Q"2, approximately twice
es much low grade heat input is required as for Q— o%
For comparison, (Tozaua's and Sceiners11 value for Q
(no electrical output from plant) is 2.7} for th* same
sat of conditions if the power cycle conversion ef-
ficiency is 0.57. the latter requires e potassium
tapping cycle and blanket temperatures of 1000°C. With
a coolane temperature of 700°C,'che HE? cycle yields e
much higher overall net plane efficiency (-307.) at
this q.

Again, fer the same see of conditions, (TL-0.7,
11*0.8), the potassium topping cycle requires a Q of
972 to achieve a net plant efficiency of 407, at the
same Q of 9.2, the HE? cycle yields a nee plane ef-
ficiency of 90%, requiring an Input of low grade hase
••207, greater than that required ae Q-ea Addition of
a direct convertor increases nee plant efficiency only
slightly (which is on ch-.i order of 907) at low Q, but
does significantly decrease Che additional amount of
low grade input required. However, with 707. of the
plasma energy going to th* direct convertor, and a
direct- convertor efficiency of 0.7, Che decrease say
not be great enough to justify the additional cose and
complexity of the direct converter system. The effects
of low q operation an Tokanak plasma confinement re-
quirements and allowable impurity levels are discussed
in aere detail in the following paper. In general,
reatively small [2500 ttr(Ch)] commercial raactors can
operate at confinement times of a small fraction of
trapped ion mode predictions and at very high Impurity
concentrations, and still transform almost all of chc
fusion energy released co electricity. If it should
turn ouc chat the first generation of commerlcal
Tokamak raactors oust oparate in the low Q range due
to impurity control or confinement problems, the HEP
cycle would allow such operation co be commercially
viable.

Turning to other confinement approaches, the nee
plane efficiency for mirror machines is considerably
Increased with the HE? cycle. Figure 10 shows the
energy balance for the 200 >K(e) reference mirror
reactor^ with a conventional power cycie. The nee
plane efficiency Is only 277. (fusion energy to
electricity) for e thermal power conversion cycle of
45%. Xf th* HE? cycle is substituted wieh the same
reactor parameters (Figure 11) bat plane output power
lncrcaaes by elmosc a factor of 3 and Che net plane
efficiency goes to 75% (M"l.l). The lew grade heac
Input la ~307. greater than that required for a Q-=o
machine. Th* wteee heat froa Che injector would also
be cycled through the HE? cycle, and this would further
increase the overall system efficiency and decrease
[rii_ /Tl-]*^* However, the benefits froa th* HE? cycls
alii would allow gnu co reduca the required component
(injector and direct convercor efficiencies). There
are many possible permutations and operating conditions.
Figure 12 shows one attractive option. Injector ef-
ficiency is decreased to 70S from the previous 887., and
direct convertor efficiency co 50% from 70%. The



plesna eaaperacura la decreased from 550 keV to
-200 keV, which reduces 3 3 1 X from ISOkG CO ~7SkG. 1*
Shis can, ehe nac plane cuepuc power is 4 ciaes cbae
in ch« original reference design. Overall net plane
efficiency it 337. (tuiion paver to eicccrlcicy) and
che esera low grade heac requireaane i« 507. gxeacer
tiii.-. ehac for a Q - o s aachlna. tfleh the HEP cycle,
mirror eachiaea aecooe quica accraccive power aapli-
flera.

However, che HE? cycle 1* not effective low Q
powsr amplifiers unleii ehe uaace energy appears ac
ceaperacures high enough co be useful, i.e. 1500°C.
In che checa pinch confinement concept, sosc of che
lose energy appears eichar in che adlabaclc coa-
praaalon coii ac essancially rooai teaperacure, or aa
heat in che superconducting METS coils, froa which 1c
auat be recovered by a refrigerator. In etcher evenc,
che lose energy cennoc ba used in che HZ? cycle.

In che leaer fusion approach, ehe energy lose
during che pellec expression process can be used ia
che HE? cycle, since ehey will appear ac high eeapere-
curc. Recycling che losses ia the laser depend an
uhac type of laser ulcicacaly wou?.>>. be -aedsi fc? c
laaer fusion reactor. If laser uaaea energy can be
recycled ac ehe saoe energy as cha blanket coolane
ceaperacure, che required pellet gain (fusion power/
absorbed power) for the. condicion chac che low ceapera-
cure cheraai input is double chac needed for « Q- —
aachine, is Chen

_ _ - 1
Yfc"

where n is che laser efficiency (laser powcr/inpuc
electrical power) end n :he fraction absorbed on che
pellec. For ^ • 0.2, *. • 0.1, Q is 61, for a net
plane efficiency (fusion'power co electricity of
a Q of several hundred would ba required with a con-
ventional power cycle co yield a nee plane efficiency
of 60%.

Conclusions

The High Efficiency Power Cycle is of inceresc
for fusion reactor* since lc allows afflcicnc re-
circulation of high grade, high cose fusion energy.
Low Q raachines, such as Tokanaka wieh poor confinesenc
and/or high iopurity levels bccotie practical fusion
options with che HEP cycle. Mirror reaccors also
becoae very attractive with reduced requlresencs on
injeccor end direct convercor efficiency, in eddiclon
Co reductions in plasaa operaclng ceaperacure, which
can accompany reduced dlracc convercor efficiency. A
penalty ia still paid for low Q oparacion, since aore
low grade (T~IOO°C) heat ausc be cycled chrough che
syscen, end for 0r-\ operation, requires epproxiaataly
a doubling of the low grade input. However, the cose
of such heet should be much less then ehe cose of high
grede CTR heat.

In addition co ehe poeenclal benefits If low Q
operation is necessary, che HE? cycle reduces the
unie cosc/I3t(e) of che CTR nuclear island by aore Chen
e factor of two, as coapared co a convenelonal power
cycle. It should be nocad chat other high grade energy
sources, e.g., KTGR's, can also use che HE? cycle, and
receive che benefics of a reduced unic cone for the
high grade energy source. However, che differencial
becween alcernate sources is also reduced, so chac ehe
choice of high grade sources becomes aore dependenc on
non-economic factors, e.g., environmental acceptability.

Other benefits of the K£? cycle to C'J'i include large
reductions In blanket replacement rate and activated
vasce production per unit SHH output.

Low grade geotharaal energy seen* co be a very
?roaiaing option for the low ceaperacure heac input.
there is a greac deal of low grade energy, widely
distributed, end ic appaara co be relatively low in
cos:.

Vha SE? cycle requires cevclopaest of H, curbir.es,
prisci-pally selection at proper aacerlals, and hydride
coaprejsors. Mich work hss been carried out oo. the
properties aJri applications of setal hydrides and this
is applicable co hydride coapressora. The required
developatcc appears co ba prioarlly of an engineering
nature.
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TABLE I

U.S. Geothermal Resources

1.

Resource
Category

Hydrothermal Convection Systems
(<3 km)

Steam Systems

Hot Water >150°C

Warm Water (90<T<150°C)

Total

Identified
Resources
(10*8 cal)

26

370

345

741

Total
Projected
Resources
{1018 cal)

50

1,600

1.400

3,050

2. Geopressurized Systems •
(TAV~170°C)

3. Hot Igneous Systems
(0 to 10 km)

4. Regional Conductive
Environments (0 to 10 kra)

10,920

25,000

8,000,000

30,000

100,000

8,000,000

Total M
for Projected
Resources
[30 yr. life]
T| - O.'
LT

4.4x10

3.SxlO7

1.25x10

ixlO10

3



Fig. 1 T-S diagram for HEP cycle.

I
' 2 High end low temperature efficiencies for

HEP cycle.

Fig. 3 Flow sheet for HEP cycle.

Fig. 4 Conceptual design of hydride compressor.

Fig. S Hydrogen absorption rates in iron titanium '
• hydride as a function of composition, i
pressure and time. • j

t
Fig. 6 View of PSE&C iron titanium hydride storage

reservoir.

! Fig. 7 Transmission costs for H_ between high and
i low temperature heat sources as a function
: of transmission distance.

Fig. 8 Energy flows for Tokamak reactor systera using
HEP cycle.

Fig. 9 Net plant efficiency vs Q for Tokamak reactor
{ using HEP cycle. t

i i
j Fig. 10 Mirror reactor with conventional thermal

power cycle.

Fig. 11 Mirror reactor with HEP cycle.

Fig. 12 Mirror reactor with HEP cycle, reduced j
injector and direct convertor efficiency, j
and lower plasma temperature. I
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Figure 2
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Figure 7

COST OF H2 TRANSMISSION TO LOW TEMPERATURE
HEAT SOURCES AS A FUNCTION OF RADIUS OF
LOW TEMPERATURE SOURCE AREA
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Figure 9

NET EFFICIENCY FOR DRIVEN TOKAMAK
WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY CYCLE
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Figure 10 '

SUBSTITUTION OF HEP CYCLE -
LOWER PLASMA TEMPERATURE

(200 Kev vs 550 Kev)
LOWER INJECTOR EFFICIENCY
USE OF INJECTOR WASTE HEAT
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Figure 11

SUBSTITUTION OF HEP CYCLE
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Figure 12
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